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Abstract
Fifty patients fulfilling operational
criteria for the chronic fatigue syndrome
(CFS), and who had been ill for a mean
of five years, were offered cognitive
behaviour therapy in an open trial.
Those fulfilling operational criteria for
depressive illness were also offered tricyclic antidepressants. The rationale was
that a distinction be drawn between factors that precipitate the illness and those
that perpetuate it. Among the latter are
cognitive factors such as the belief that
physical symptoms always imply tissue
damage, and behavioural factors such as
persistent avoidance of activities associated with an increase in symptoms.
Therapy led to substantial improvements in overall disability, fatigue,
somatic and psychiatric symptoms. The
principal problems encountered were a
high refusal rate and difficulties in
treating affective disorders. Outcome
depended more on the strength of the
initial attribution of symptoms to
exclusively physical causes, and was not
influenced by length of illness. These
results suggest that current views on
both treatment and prognosis in CFS are
unnecessarily pessimistic. It is also suggested that advice currently offered to
chronic patients, to avoid physical and
mental activity, is counterproductive.
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The chronic fatigue syndrome, also known as
postviral fatigue or myalgic encephalomyelitis, continues to attract attention
and controversy. The scale of the problem is
unknown, largely due to difficulties in case
definition,' but it seems probable that increasing numbers of people are being diagnosed, or
diagnosing themselves, as suffering from the
condition. At the beginning of 1989 over 150
people a week were joining the principal
patients' organisation.'
Even nomenclature remains a problem in
this field. Myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME) is
frequently encountered, but is unsatisfactory
for many reasons.3 Postviral fatigue syndrome
implies an aetiology that is by no means
certain. For the rest of this paper we have
followed the international consensus of using
the term "chronic fatigue syndrome" (CFS),
as it is short, accurate and has no aetiological
implications.4
The

cause

of CFS remains unknown.

Various factors, both medical and psychiatric,
have been implicated.3 At present, however,
evidence has only been presented from small,
selected case control studies.' Furthermore,
such studies are only able to report associations, not aetiologies, and may not apply to
the majority of patients with the clinical
syndrome.35 There are also no established
treatments for CFS. Suggested methods of
management that focus on presumed chronic
infection have so far been found wanting.67
Instead, most patients receive very little in the
way of practical help. The mainstay of treatment remains rest, and to wait either for
remission or a medical cure, and the advice
consistently offered by the current self help
groups is to avoid physical and mental
activity. Others are told to accept disability as
"living within their limits". This state of
affairs has been succinctly described as
"therapeutic nihilism"8 and is unsatisfactory.
What little we know about the natural history
of these conditions9 shows that untreated they
can be severe and persistent. In the largest
current series "Most of the cases seen do not
improve, give up their work and become permanent invalids".6 No satisfactory explanations have been advanced for this "alarming
tendency to chronicity'.10
Most of the articles concerning CFS assume
a simple model in which an external agent,
usually a virus, causes a fatiguing illness by
persistent viral infection." immune dysfunction or a mixture of the two." "' We have
argued that a more complex model is needed
to explain the peculiar clinical features of this

illness.'5 16
Recently attention has been given to the
role of cognitive distortions, and the consequent maladaptive behaviour, as mediators
of disability in many illnesses, both physical
and psychological.'7 Looking specifically at
CFS, it is plausible that an initial infective
trigger may begin a cycle in which both attributional and cognitive factors fuel avoidant
behaviour. The initial symptoms, in particular
fatigue and myalgia, engender a state of
"learned helplessness", being potent, aversive
and uncontrollable,'8 and may also trigger or
exacerbate the mood disorder that is found in
many patients.'9 Continuing attribution of all
symptoms to a persistent, untreatable "virus",
continues to increase helplessness, although
preserves self esteem.'8 Avoidant behaviour
(which is reinforced by the advice currently
offered to patients) sustains symptoms, by
decreasing activity tolerance and increasing
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pain." 22

Such a model implies treatments that differ
from those suggested by a simple external
model.
agent/disease
In
particular,
improvement should result from attention to
mood disorder, cognitive distortions and
finally behavioural avoidance. Instead of
antiviral agents, therapeutic success should
result from reducing avoidant behaviour,
decreasing the perception of helplessness and
improving mood,'7 all of which are already an
established part of the treatment of both
chronic pain and fibromyalgia2324 (the latter
being closely related to CFS25). In practice
this can involve using the techniques of cognitive behaviour therapy.26
We report the results of an open trial of
cognitive behaviour therapy and antidepressants in patients who fulfilled the operational
criteria for the syndrome and were referred
for a neurological assessment of fatigue to the
National Hospital for Neurology and

Neurosurgery.'9
Methods
Most of the sample reported in this paper has
been described in detail in a previous paper.'9 It
consists of fifty patients referred to our hospital
for a medical assessment of severe fatigue for
whom no neurological explanation could be
found and conventional neurological tests were
normal. The only difference is that the first 13
patients in the previous communication were
not offered treatment, but have been replaced
by 16 new patients. There are no clinical
differences between the previous sample and
the current extended sample.
As an entry criterion all patients had a
principle complaint of physical fatigue. In
addition 49/50 reported physical fatigability
(that is, fatigue made worse by physical exertion), and 45/50 reported mental fatigue and
fatigability. In addition to fatigue, 42 (84%)
complained of muscle pain, 43 (86%) complained of post exercise myalgia. Over 50% of
the sample also complained of the following
symptoms: nausea, dizziness, daytime drowsiness, back pain, headaches, tremor, perspiration, eyestrain, paraesthesiae and insomnia.
Three quarters (76%) reported that their illness had begun after a "viral" infection, and
42/50 (84%) believed they had postviral fatigue
syndrome or "ME." Twenty seven (54%) were
members of the ME Association. Most had
made their own diagnosis or had been diagnosed by a doctor specialising in "ME".
All patients fulfilling the criteria were
referred by the neurological staff as part of a
previous study into the nature of fatigue in the
postviral syndrome. After completing self
report questionnaires and a standardised

interview'9 all were given a brief description of
treatment by the psychiatrists. Those who
fulfilled operational criteria for depression
were also started on antidepressant medication
(see later). A further assessment took place
between four to six weeks later, and was carried
out by the two therapists. After further discussion an offer of treatment was made, and
therapy started on the next visit.
Thirty two patients accepted the offer of
treatment, of whom 26 were treated as outpatients. The mean therapist time was 7-5
hours, with a range from two to 20 hours of
treatment. Six had such severe disability (being
confined to bed or a wheelchair for most or all
of the time), that it was necessary to admit them
to hospital for a period of between three to eight
weeks.
Treatment followed cognitive behavioural
principles,3' derived from work on the management of chronic pain,27 but adapted for the
particular problems of CFS. Full details and
techniques are reported elsewhere,'7 but a brief
account follows. After a detailed assessment,
patient and therapist identified prominent disabilities, and looked at the associations and
reasons advanced for such disabilities. Cognitive distortions, when present, were noted,
and patients were encouraged to look for alternative explanations. Self monitoring of both
behaviour and cognitions was also encouraged.
Behavioural targets were jointly agreed upon,
based on avoided activities which the patient
wished to resume. These were practised between sessions. The intention was to introduce
predictability into the pattern of rest and
activity, and to encourage self efficacy-this
was phrased as "helping the patient, and not
'ME', to be in control". Later in treatment the
patient was encouraged to break the association
between symptoms and ceasing activity, so that
sensitisation to symptoms and activity was
replaced by tolerance.
Twenty patients were offered tricyclic
antidepressants at the initial psychiatric
interview. Dothiepin, a conventional tricyclic
antidepressant, was prescribed in doses ranging from 75 to 150 mg, depending upon ability
to tolerate side effects. All fulfilled the
Research Diagnostic Criteria' for probable or
definite major depression. Three of those
offered treatment declined. Similar treatment
was also given to an additional three patients
who fulfilled criteria for other psychiatric disorders (two somatisation, one anxiety), and
were already receiving antidepressants. Those
given antidepressants scored higher on scales
measuring psychiatric symptoms, somatic
symptoms, and mental fatigue, and were more
functionally impaired. However, there were no
differences in the length of illness, nor physical
fatigue, which is consistent with previous
observations on this sample.'9
After four to six weeks all patients were seen
by the behaviour therapists, at which time
mood disorder was reassessed with the Beck
Depression Inventory (BDI).29 There were no
longer differences in the severity of mood
disorder between those who had been prescribed antidepressants and those who had not
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sensitivity to any stimulation, as does
associated mood disorder. Re-exposure to
activity causes more symptoms,20 and more
fear. The result is a vicious circle of symptoms, avoidance, fatigue, demoralisation and
depression-the clinical picture of CFS. A
similar role for avoidance in perpetuating
symptoms has been implicated in chronic
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symptoms.

Two different sets of measures were used.
The first comprised well validated self administered questionnaires recording psychiatric
symptomatology. These were the 12 Item
General Health Questionnaire (GHQ),30 the
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
(HAD),3' Modified Somatic Discomforts
Questionnaire,32 the Fear Questionnaire,33 the
Beck Depression Inventory,29 and a new scale
for recording physical and mental fatigue.22 All
measures were completed between the
neurological and psychiatric assessments, the
exceptions were the Beck Depression Inventory and the Fear Questionnaire, which were
given at the start of therapy, and thus are only
available for those in treatment.
The second set of instruments recorded
functional disability. The principal measure of
disability was a self assessment of functional
impairment.33 This consists of four visual
analogue scales covering ability to work, home
management, social and private leisure
activities. Respondents are asked how much
their problems have affected each of the designated areas. Ratings range from 0 ("not at all")
to 8 ("very severe, I cannot do it"). The scores
of the four visual analogue ratings of functional
impairment were summed and treated as a
single variable, labelled "impairment".
The second measure was of "problems and
targets".37 The patient with the therapist identifies which of their problems is the most
incapacitating, together with the associated
cognition. Examples include "inability to
resume my job because I always feel tired", or
"I cannot get out of bed because of the pain".
The appropriate target is then agreed by
patient and therapist as something to work
towards: it may be "to resume full time work",
or "to be able to feed and dress myself
unaided".
At the end of treatment all self report
measures were repeated, usually being completed at home, although the behavioural
measures of problems and targets were completed with the therapist. A five point self rated
outcome scale was also completed, in which
patients were asked to rate themselves along a
scale from much better to much worse. As the
aim of the therapy was to improve the
management of symptoms, the end point of
treatment was therefore when the patient was
able to deal with symptoms without further
therapist contact, or when the therapist felt he/
she had no more to offer. It was not when the
patient had become asymptomatic, as many
continued to improve at follow up.
Parametric statistics were used where
appropriate, either on the initial variable or
following log transformation (length). Non
parametric statistics were used for the results of
self report of functional impairment, problems,
targets and attitudes. All means are quoted
with 95% confidence intervals, and all
significance testing

is

two tailed.

Results
Changes were noted in all aspects of life (table
1): social, private, work and leisure (table 2), as
well as psychological symptoms (table 3). Of
those who completed treatment, there was an
overall self rated percentage improvement in
disability of 60% (95% confidence interval 4178%). In most, improvement occurred
globally. The decline in functional disability
correlated with a decrease in mood and anxiety
related symptoms and also somatic symptoms
(data not shown). Some experienced a greater
than 50% improvement in symptoms and disability, but remained symptomatic, especially
with a variety of somatic discomforts. In only
three patients was there greater than a 50%
decrease in psychiatric symptomatology without an equivalent improvement in functional

impairment.
Twenty three (70% of those starting
therapy) patients described themselves as "better" or "much better". Stricter criteria,
however, were used to determine complete
recovery. These were as follows: below
threshold scores on all of the GHQ, HAD and
BDI measures; a score of 0 or 1 on both the
physical fatigue scale (range 0-16) and the
mental fatigue scale (Range 0-10), a global
score of 1 ("much better"), and a functional
disability score of 8 or below (range 0-32). Nine
patients met all these requirements (28%).
Eighteen patients (36%) declined the offer of
treatment (11 when interviewed by the psychiatrist, seven by the behaviour therapist).
This contrasts with only 5/50 refusals among
the last 50 patients referred by neurologists for
cognitive behaviour therapy for conditions
other than CFS. Length of illness, presence of
muscle pain, severity of mental or physical
fatigue, history of "viral" illness, current
psychiatric illness (RDC criteria) and functional impairment were not associated with the
decision to accept or reject treatment. There
was a trend for those refusing to be female
(15/34 females refused compared to 3/16 males;
Chi squared = 2-03; p = 0-15). There was
also a trend for refusers to have lower scores on
the GHQ-12 (mean GHQ score for refusers =
5.37 (3 39-7-35), accepted = 7.59 (6-27-8 9),
t = 1 83, df = 46, p = 0 078). Although this
did not reach conventional statistical significance, this may have been due to lack of
power, since a similar non significant trend was
observed for HAD scores. Attribution of
symptoms also played a role. rhere was a trend
for those refusing treatment to be more likely to
believe their illness was entirely due to physical
factors (Chi squared = 4 61, df = 2,
p = 0-09).
Five patients withdrew after starting the
programme. Two had already been unable to
Table I Outcome of treatment
Global ratings

Completed

Drop out

Much better
Better
About the same
Worse
Much worse
Total

16
6
4
0
1
27

0
1
2
0
2
5
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(mean Beck Depression Score for those receiving antidepressants was 10 2 (6-7-13 8), compared with 8-8 (4-1-13-5), although they still
had significantly higher numbers of somatic
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Table 2 Changes in functional disability in those completing treatment (NR = 27)

Table 4 Influence of symptom attribution on treatment

Individual scores (mean, 95% CI)
Range 0-8.
After treatment
Before

Ability to work
Home management
Social leisure activities
Private leisure activities
Total functional impairment
Principal target
Principal problem

6-31 (5 57-7 05)
5-69 (5 04-6-34)
5-72 (5-08-6-35)
5-19 (4-52-5-86)
22-61 (20-42-24-8)
6-63 (5-947-32)
6-57 (5-997-15)

2-72 (1-77-3.65)*
1-54 (0-78-217)*
2-08 (1-17-2-99)*
1-65 (0-89-241)*
7-96 (4-92-11 00)*
1 52 (0-87-2-17)*
1-61 (1-11-2-13)*

*Wilcoxon Matched-pairs signed ranks test: P < 0-001

Table 3 Changes in symptoms
Individual scores (mean, 95% CI)
After treatment
Before

GHQ-12 score:
Mental fatigue
Physical fatigue
HAD score
Somatic symptoms
Beck depression inventory
Fear questionnaire

7-7 (5 7-9 04)
5-82 (4 82-682)
12-48 (1116-13 8)
17-91 (1459-21 23)
14-33 (12-61-16-65)
9-79 (7-2-12-37)
27-93 (2035-35 51)

2-09 (0-31-3-87)t
1-79 (0-62-2-96)t
2 00 (0-491)t
9-21 (5-73-12-69)t
8-12 (5-53-10-71)§
4-77 (2-22-7-32)*
16-04 (9-61-22-47)$

*Wilcoxon Matched-pairs signed ranks test: P < 0-01
tWilcoxon Matched-pairs signed ranks test: P < 0-001
Paired t test (df 22), p = 0-0 14
§Paired t test (df = 26), p < 0-001

tolerate antidepressant therapy, and did not
wish to continue. One improved, but did not
wish to travel to the hospital, whilst two others
changed their minds about treatment. None of
the latter had experienced any change in symptoms.

One patient completed treatment, but was
clearly worse than at the outset. This patient
had a major affective disorder, which continued to deteriorate, despite additional conventional treatment. Three completed therapy
but reported no change on overall health (all
had increased their functional abilities, but
without any marked change in symptoms). One
further patient completed the entire treatment,
but was unchanged both symptomatically and
functionally.
As treatment produced changes in fatigue,
psychiatric symptoms and functional disability, no single measure of outcome is entirely
satisfactory. Instead, those who started treatment were divided into two groups by their
response to a single question asking about
global outcome. Those who rated themselves as
"better" or "much better" were classed as good
outcome, whilst those who were "unchanged",
"worse") or "much worse" were classed as poor
outcome. The two patients who dropped out of
treatment were arbitrarily rated as "much
worse

As with the decision to accept/reject treatclinical features, such as severity of
fatigue, number of somatic symptoms, length
of illness, presence of muscle pain after exercise, and either the presence or severity of
psychiatric disorder did not influence outcome.
Unlike the decision to accept treatment, there
was also no sex difference in outcome.
The first factor influencing outcome was
treatment resistant affective disorder. Those
who failed to improve did not differ in the
severity of affective disorder before starting
cognitive behaviour therapy (Mean prement

Good outcome
Poor outcome

Physical (7) or
mainly physical
(16)

Both (6) or
mainly
psychological (2)

14
9

8
0

P = 0-04
(1 missing value)

treatment Beck Depression Score in the good
outcome group was 8-25 (5-6-10-9), compared
with 11-66 (5-1-18 2) in the poor outcome
group; Mean HAD scores were 17-61 (13 222 0) compared with 1611 (10-0-22-2)).
However, 3/3 patients who deteriorated were
cases of affective disorder, as were 4/6 of those
unchanged. The second variable associated
with a poor outcome was the strength of
attribution to a physical cause (table 4). Of the
seven patients who attributed their illness to
exclusively physical causes six had a poor
outcome. Finally, the role of the VP-1 antigen"
remains unclear. There was a trend for patients
positive for this group specific enteroviral
antigen to do worse, although this did not reach
conventional statistical significance (Fisher's
exact = 0 08). VP-1 antigen status was not
obtained on eight cases.
Of the twenty three patients eligible to
receive antidepressants, 16/23 (69%) had a
good outcome. Of the seven with a poor
outcome, only one had received 150 mg of
dothiepin for six weeks. Of the other six, four
had not tolerated antidepressants (defined as
being unable to take a tricyclic antidepressant
for more than seven days), and two had
declined to take them. Only one of the three
drug refusers therefore had a good outcome.
The nine remaining patients who agreed to
treatment did not fulfil the criteria for major
depression, and received no antidepressants;
7/9 (77%) had a good outcome.
All patients who successfully completed
therapy have now been followed up for three
months, as have 3/9 with poor outcomes. Of the
nine patients who finished symptom free, eight
remain so. One has re-experienced some symptoms, but remains able to work. Most of the
remainder are stable, and have maintained their
improvement (four have continued to improve
further of whom one is now symptom free).
Three have experienced a gradual worsening of
symptoms, but without any change in functional disability (two were associated with
discontinuing antidepressants). In conclusion,
at three months follow up the 23 who improved
during the treatment all remain better than
before.

Discussion
We report an uncontrolled pilot study of treatment of the chronic fatigue syndrome. The
management of these patients followed our
standard clinical management. The study is
thus subject to all the deficiencies of a non
blind, non randomised study. In the current
climate of opinion, however, these results are of
interest for several reasons.
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because of their physiological or ergonomic
properties, which in practice were often minimal. It is not even possible to rule out the
influence of non specific factors, such as
therapist time and interest.
Demonstrating the benefits of cognitive
behaviour therapy sheds little light on the
nature of the initial pathology in CFS. The
balance between physical, psychological and
social factors changes over time in many illnesses. Our results are compatible with current
theories on either a viral or immune precipitant. Such factors are not, however, the
only cause of long term disability. Even if all
cases of CFS are initially the result of viral
infection, which seems unlikely,' the secondary
consequences, both social and psychological,
may be a more potent cause of long term
disability, analogous to the long term outcome
of chronic pain2 22 and head injury.'9 Fortunately, such secondary factors are more amenable to treatment at present.
Details of the clinical characteristics of the
patients confirm that the current sample was
typical of hospital samples currently viewed as
having severe postviral fatigue/"ME", and
resembled those reported from other specialised referral centres. All fulfilled recent consensus criteria for CFS.'4 Our findings can
therefore be generalised to other CFS patients
seen in hospital practice with severe fatigue of
long duration and a diagnois of postviral fatigue
syndrome or its equivalent. The results, however, cannot be assumed to apply to those seen
in general practice, or with shorter durations of
illness.
Future trials are essential to clarify these
results. In particular, randomisation of patients
to either the above therapy, rest or antidepressants is necessary. Other improvements,
including independent ratings, should be used,
although any trial of this nature will ultimately
depend upon self report. Finally, it is hoped
that the current unwelcome "polarisation of
attitudes"'" concerning the nature of CFS will
change, to allow empirical treatments, as
outlined in this paper, to become more widely
available than at present.
In conclusion, these results confirm the
intuition of Jerome Frank,4' who wrote that
"Patients suffering from unfamiliar diseases
tend to develop emotional reactions which
impede recovery, such as anxiety, resentment
and confusion. To keep disability at a minimum, therapeutic efforts must be directed not
only to overcoming the pathogenic agent but to
maintaining the patient's confidence in the
physician, and encouraging his'expectation of a
return to useful activity".
We thank the medical and nursing staff of the National Hospital
for their continuing support. Most of all we thank the patients
who participated in the trial, often under trying circumstances.
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